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1. Executive
Summary
Nomination Letter

and

This section contains the executive summary
for the OCA award application and the
nomination letter from the regional representative.
1.a Executive Summary
When the Seattle PES EXCOM voted to
compete for the CY14 OCA in December of 2013
there was a clear purpose in mind: “To engage a
larger portion of the geographically diverse
membership, to better serve members that have
been historically underserved, and to increase
value to the general membership”. The first step
was to increase the size of the EXCOM to include
a more effective representation of the
membership; EXCOM members were added for
students, Young Processionals, and Women in
Power. Members from each category were elected
to the Seattle PES EXCOM, and the website was
completely overhauled to be used as a tool to
reach a broader section of the membership.
A large number of events were held with a
targeted purpose for each event. Some events and
tours were selected because of their distance from
the Seattle metropolitan area so that members in
those counties could participate. This included
event at locations such as Cushman Dam, Olympic
Community College, Nooksack Hydro facility,
Centralia Community College, and the BPA
HVDC converter station. Additionally, events
were help to engage different segments of the
membership. These included joint Young
Professional social events with the local IEEE
Section, as well as technical tour designed to
appeal to the younger generation of engineers; e.g. windfarm tours, electricity in developing
countries, and talks on emerging technologies. Outreach to traditionally underserved members
(via website).

1.b Region Representative Nomination
Figure 1 is a copy of the nomination letter that was submitted by the Region Representative.

Figure 1: Copy of signed nomination letter, as submitted

2. Activities
In the past few years the Seattle PES section has
returned from a period of relative inactivity, to the point
it has been a High Performance Chapter (Chapter) for the
past three years. Continuing this trend, CY14 saw a
significant increase in the number of activities. These
activities ranged from the more traditional technical tours
to events that focused on student and continuing
education groups. 18 technical activities, 4 educational
activities, 5 PES/engineering promotional activities, 14
student activities, 4 affinity group activities, and 2 PES
conferences were supported. The chapter averaged 3-4 events every month.
While many of the CY14 activities were initiated by the EXCOM, a large number of the event
ideas were provided by the general membership. Suggestions were primarily received via the
chapter website, which has a direct link to allow member to suggest ideas. Soliciting the general
membership for ideas on what they thought the chapter should be doing was an integral part of
engaging a larger, and more diverse, cross section of members. The majority of activities were
also open to the general public to broaden general awareness of the PES and IEEE.
2.a Technical Activities
18 individual technical activities were held during CY14. The technical activities included
tours of central generation facilities, PES distinguished lectures, and planning meetings to
support chapter activities.
Table 1: List of Technical Activities
Technical Activities
Flow Battery Tour #1
DLP#1-Mani Venkata
Tour of Cushman Dam
Flow Battery Tour #2
Tour of Trans Alta Coal Plant
Tour of Sparks Museum
Tour of Georgetown Steam Plant
Tour of BPA HVDC Station
Tour of Snoqualmie Power House
Tour of Nooksack Power House
DLP#3 Daniel Kirshen
NWESS Planning meeting
NWESS Planning meeting
NWESS Planning meeting
NWESS Planning meeting
PES EXCOM
PES EXCOM
PES EXCOM

Date
1/29/14
2/26/14
4/19/14
5/15/14
7/10/14
8/9/14
8/12/14
9/11/14
9/12/14
9/27/14
12/9/14
1/16/14
2/20/14
3/10/14
4/25/14
3/5/14
4/6/14
10/15/14

2.b Educational Activities
The educational activities selected for CY14
were based primarily on input from local
members. These activities were designed to
inform/educate practicing engineers, not
students. The first event was a talk by the head
of the Washington State Department of
Licensing. This talk explained the details of
becoming a registered Professional Engineer in
Washington State. The second event was an
introduction to NERC certified training. This
was a half day event where participants acted as
either a balancing authority operator or
reliability coordinator and performed multiple
operational scenarios such as blackout restoration. The training was conducted on a web based
training system operated by Incremental Systems. The picture just above shows the classroom
training setup with a selection of the participating members. This event drew participants from as
far away as Vancouver B.C.
The third event was a joint event with the Vancouver WA section on Licensing, similar to the
first event. This third event was held because there were many members who were not able to
attend the Seattle event, so a second event was scheduled for the members in the south end of the
state.
The fourth event was an instrument transformer workshop, including hardware, which was
attended by 75+ people. The picture to the below shows the large venue that was put together for
the event. This type of training
was held in response to a
member’s suggestion that more
“hands on” training events for
practicing engineers.
There was also a suggestion
to hold a PE/EIT review
course, but because of recent
changes in the state licensing
process this was not practical.
There are plans to put together
a future course, once more
members have gone through
the new exam process. Even though this review class was not held in CY14, it shows how
member input is influencing the activities of the chapter. Even when it is not possible to hold a
suggested event immediately, it is put into the working list of potential activities. Additionally,
attempts are made to engage the people that support such ideas so that we can grow the number
of chapter members that are active.

Table 2: List of Educational Activities

Education
Talk by Washington State Licensing Dept.
NERC Certified Operator Training
Talk by Washington State Licensing Dept. #2
Instrument Transformer Workshop

Date
5/14/14
6/28/14
11/20/14
12/17/14

2.c PES/Engineering Profession Promotion Activities
Promotion of the PES, and the
engineering profession in general, was
a central theme for the CY14
activities. These events were typically
targeted towards people who are not in
the engineering fields, or students who
are still in the process of determining
what path their career might take. The
first event was a general membership
meeting which the chapter typically
holds as the first event of each year.
At this event the general state of the
IEEE and PES were discussed, as well
as the vision for what the future of the
society holds. The speaker for this
event was Dr. Henry Louie, a member of the PES governing board; and Seattle PES past-chair.
Additional events included two talks on the history of the electricity industry in the Pacific
Northwest, both at community colleges, but separated by significant distance. Each event was
well attended with a large number of attendees from the general public. A social hour was held at
the Power House Brewery (pictured) which is an old substation that provided DC power for the
southern portion of the old interurban rail between Seattle and Tacoma. As a side note, the
George Town Steam Plant that was toured the following month provided DC power for the
northern portion of the same rail line. By holding social events at locations with a tie to energy in
the Northwest, we are able to show how the industry is part of the fabric of society. In the
process, we engage more people and make the industry more accessible.
Table 3: List of PES/Engineering Profession Promotion Activities
PES/Engineering Profession Promotion
Membership Meeting
History Talk CCC
Rotary Club career Fair Bellingham (K-12)
History Talk OCC
Social- Power House Brewery
DLP#2 Henry Louie

Date
1/21/14
2/27/14
4/7/14
5/28/14
7/24/14
11/20/14

2.d Student Activities
Numerous student activities were held during CY14. Outreach to students at the University
and College level is an important part of the Seattle chapters plan. Many of the most active

members in the chapter are recent graduates from local Universities and Colleges. As such,
engaging with students is seen as an essential part of the chapters continued success.
Two student specific tours were given, one of a Seattle City Light substation and another of
the Wildhorse windfarm. Additionally, the chapter
coordinated with the University of Washington to put
together a series of talks directed at undergraduate and
graduate students, and open to the general public.
Numerous PES members attended each of these
events, including one or more EXCOM members at
each.
The final activity was an evening session of mock
interviews for University students. Numerous local
members from Industry provided students with the
University of Washington with an opportunity to practice their interviewing skills. Interviewers
were PES members that included people from Investor Owned Utilities, Municipal Utilities, a
Public Utility District, vendors, and a DOE National Laboratory.
Table 4: List of Student Activities
Student Activities
Seattle City Light Substation Tour
Tour of Wildhorse Windfarm
Talk-SCL New Denny Substation
Talk to UW-IEEE Students
Talk -Wind Forecasting
Talk-Electrochemical Grid Storage
Talk-Solar Tarrifs
Talk-Distributed Control and protection
Talk-Aggregation of Fledxible Consumer Assets
Talk-Grid Scale Energy Storage at PSE
Talk-Offshore wind power
Talk-Hydro Scheduling at BPA
Mock Interviews at UW

Date
3/14/14
5/9/14
9/25/14
9/30/14
10/2/14
10/9/14
10/16/14
10/23/14
11/6/14
11/13/14
11/20/14
12/4/14
11/14/14

2.e Affinity Groups Activities
Engagement with affinity groups had a mixed
level of success in CY14. A new GOLD, now YP,
member of the EXCOM was appointed in CY13 in
preparation for the CY14 activities. An EXCOM
position for a WIP representative was also created
and filled mid-way through CY14. The challenge
that arose was that the individual that filled that
position had to move out of the region due to being
reassigned. That left the WIP position vacant for the
majority of the year, and was only filled at the very
end of CY14. As a result, the majority of affinity
group activities were YP events with strong ties to
students. There were no WIP dedicated events, but this is expected to change in CY15 not that
there is a full time WIP representative.

In CY14 there were two YP social events, and two webinars. The first of the two social events
was held at the Garage Billiards and was coordinated with the IEEE Section, and the second
event was held at Gameworks. These events were meant to be non-technical, with the intent to
increasing the professional network of Young Professionals.
The two webinars were presented by YP members of the Seattle Chapter. The first was an
introduction to Electric Vehicles, a topic which is effective at engaging young professionals. The
second webinar was a review of the Seattle PES Chapter website, and how the Chapter is using it
to engage the membership. This webinar was widely attended by members of numerous chapters.
Table 5: List of Affinity Group Activities
Affinity Groups
YP Social #1
YP Social #2
YP Webinar- The ABCs of EVs
YP Webinar- Chapter websites

Date
4/8/14
6/25/14
9/28/14
10/30/14

2.f PES Conferences
In CY14 the Seattle PES
supported two separate official PES
conferences. The first conference
was the 2014 Northwest Energy
System Symposium (NWESS) and
the second
was
the 2014
International Test Conference (ITS).
NWESS is a bi-annual conference
that focuses on the power and
energy issues that are particular to
the Pacific Northwest. Members of
the local PES chapter were involved
in the entire 18 month planning
process, with 2 PES EXCOM
members being on the NWESS
planning committee. The ITC was
supported by PES members,
including coordinating a panel session on smart grid and power system resiliency.
Table 6: List of PES Conferences
PES Conferences
NWESS
ITC

Date
4/30/14
10/22/14

3. Members
The Seattle PES Chapter exists because of the contributions of its members. Therefore
recognizing the contributions of its members, and helping to advance their careers is paramount.
3.a Member Awards/Recognition/Nominations
For the past several years the Seattle PES Chapter has
annually awarded an “Engineer of the Year Award”. In CY14 a
second award was added “Young Engineer of the Year Award”.
For CY14 the Outstanding Engineer was Betty Tobin of
Snohomish Public Utility District and the Outstanding Young
Engineer was Louis Tibbs of Puget Sound Energy. The awards
were announced in December of 2014, and in person
presentations were made March 19th, 2015. The pictures of
Betty and Louis receiving the awards are shown to the right.
Presenting the award in the following year is the normal
process for the Seattle PES Chapter, just as the CY13
Outstanding Engineering of the Year Award was made April
30th, 2014 at NWESS.
At the end of CY14 it was voted that the chapter would also
begin an “Outstanding Educator of the Year Award” starting in
CY15. The Chapter website currently has links for nominations
for all three of these awards.
3.b Member Advancement
The Seattle PES Chapter holds a Senior Member drive on a bi-annual basis, with the last being
in 2013. As a result, in CY14 the Seattle PES chapter coordinated the senor member drive with
the Seattle IEEE Section instead of a separate event. Additionally, the Seattle PES EXCOM
nominated two members for advancement to Senior Member based on their past contributions.
Both nominations were approved.
In addition to advancements to Senior Member, the Seattle PES Chapter also submitted an
IEEE Fellow nomination for Dr. Mani Vadari. While the nomination was submitted in CY15, by
Professor Daniel Kirshen, the time consuming process was started in early CY14.
3.c Membership Growth/Retention
PES membership in the Seattle area has been strong for several years, with several utilities and
companies in the electric industry headquartered in Western Washington. Because the
membership base has been so strong, the Seattle PES Chapter focused its efforts on providing
greater value to its existing membership base through the numerous activities discussed in this
document, instead of directly attempting to increase the number of members.
While increasing membership was not the primary focus, the strong agenda of PES events,
across such as large portion of the chapters footprint resulted in an increase in membership. On

12/31/2013 the Seattle PES chapter had 479 members and on 12/31/2014 it had 501, a 4.59%
increase in members. The 4.59% increase in membership outpaced the 3.1% increase of the PES.

4. Chapter Operations
4.a Chapter Web Page
The chapter webpage was the primary tool for effectively engaging the local Seattle PES
membership, this was essential given the broad geographic separation of the membership. To
support this goal the website was rebuilt from scratch using the newest PES templates. In
addition to the newest templates, additional functionalities for engaging the membership were
included. These include, but were not limited to:







Calendar of upcoming events
Pictures of past events
List of all EXCOM members, plus e-mail addresses
Web links to RSVP for events (specifically for tours with max limits)
Web links for awards nominations
Web links for general suggestions

Figure 2 is a screen capture of the Chapter Website. Figure 3 is a screen capture of the linked
Facebook website. Linking to social media is a key strategy for the Seattle Chapter because of
the large number of Universities and Colleges in the area, as well as the generally active nature
of the Young Professionals. Harnessing the new ideas and enthusiasm of this membership
demographic is key for the long term vitality of the Chapter.

Figure 2: PES Chapter Website

Figure 3: PES Chapter Facebook Page (linked to PES Chapter website)

An important part of managing a vibrant webpage is understanding what is happening behind
the front page. The chapter webmaster made extensive use of web analytics to gauge the
effeteness of the changes that he continually made throughout the year, and continues to.
Figure 4 and Figure 5 are the same but one is by month instead of by day. From these two
plots, we can see that we had 11,956 page views and 1506 unique viewers for the year of 2014.
Other notable data includes the pages per session at 4.83 and the session duration at 3:21. This
means that the average user viewed nearly 5 pages and spent over three minutes on our website.
A bounced session is when a visitor leaves the site after viewing only the first page they arrived
at it on. An important note about bounced sessions is more visible in the by-month image which
indicates that visitors to our site stopped leaving right away about half way through the year. Our
visitation numbers also increased at this time. This means we experienced more than double the
visitors while simultaneously reducing bounced sessions in the second half of the year - a great
improvement on both counts.

Figure 4: Website sessions vs. bounced

Figure 5: Website sessions vs. bounced by month

Figure 6 shows that 10% of the website traffic came from mobile devices in CY14. It is
expected that this percentage will increase over time. To address this, efforts were made to
ensure that the Chapter website rendered well on mobile devices as well as monitors.

Figure 6: Mobile vs. non-mobile website views

Figure 7 shows the website a user flow. The first column indicates the source the visitor came
from to arrive at the website. The second column indicates which page they first loaded. This is
very information dense. The left column shows that about 50% of visitors typed the URL directly
into their web browsers. Another 40% or so came from search engines. This means we have
good visibility on the web. And the remaining 10% was split up between Referrals and Social.
Social is nearly all links from the Facebook page. Referrals tend to be links from sister societies
or the local IEEE Section or main IEEE PES websites.

Figure 7: User flow default channel

Figure 8 lists the actual source so you can see some of the websites which provided links to
our site (eg: ewh.ieee.org, ieee-seattle.org). Also relevant for these images is the orange part of
the flow out the edge of each green rectangle. The orange part depicts how many users closed the
webpage at that point. You can see that a significant chunk of our traffic went directly to our
RSVP page and, presumably after RSVP-ing to some event, left the website.

Figure 8: User flow source

4.b PES Only
The Seattle PES Chapter is a PES-only chapter.

5. Other Activities
The Seattle Chapter nominated professor Chen-Ching Liu of Washington State University, a
past Seattle PES Chair, for the Distinguished Lecturer Program. This nomination was accepted
and Professor Liu is now a DLP.
In addition the numerous activities and tours that were held during CY14, there were many
more that were discussed, but not held. This was primarily due to the limitations on time. The
events that were not held have been listed and are being scheduled as part of CY15 activities.

6. Concluding Thoughts on the CY14 Efforts
When the EXCOM voted to compete for the CY14 OCA in December of 2013 there was a
clear purpose in mind: “To engage a larger portion of the geographically diverse membership, to
better serve members that have been historically underserved, and to increase value to the
general membership”. It is clear that these goals have been achieved. As CY15 has begun, the
number of actives has reduced from the CY14, but it has done so in a controlled manner to a
sustainable level with many more people than were involved when the process began; and that
was really the goal. As of April of 2015, the Seattle PES has a larger base of active members

than at any other time in recent memory. Events continue to be held across the region, and
numerous people outside of the EXCOM continue to actively plan and engage events. PES
members now regularly engage with the local chapter and networking across the membership has
increased.

7. Appendix A: 2014 PES Announcements
This appendix contains copies of the just some of the formal meeting announcements that
were sent as part of the CY14 activities.

